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"THE STORY OF HEALING, THE DIVINE ART" 
New Edition Ready for Immediate Delivery 

During the twelve months that this popular book by Manly P. Hall has 
been unavailable, we have had countless requests, so it is with great pleas
ure that we announce a new edition, published by Citadel Press of New 

York. In the Preface to this work, Mr. Hall writes: 
"The purpose of this book is to make available in one 

volume a wide variety of evidence bearing on the theory 
and practice of Metaphysical Medicine, and to point out 
certain broad and invariable principles that bear upon 
the practitioner and his practice .... This is not a 
formal or technical treatise, but a faithful account of 
things known through experience .... Especial em
phasis is laid upon ailments arising from religious causes, 
because such cases have dominated my personal experi
ence. There is no confusion worse confounding than that 
confounded by religious beliefs. And to date very little 
practical information is available concerning religious 
ailments and their treatment. 

"This book is divided into two sections, of which the 
first is historical, and the second technical and clinical. 
The historical section, however, is far more practical to 
present-day problems than might at first appear. Most 
of the material which it contains relates directly to be
liefs held at the present time. Beneath a thin coating of 
modern terminology the most primitive convictions con

cerning health and sickness are in general circulation today. 
"Mohammed, during his long vigils in the cave on Mt. Hira, prayed that through 

him the simple and eternal truth of primitive religion might be made known to the 
world. In the same spirit, I have tried to tell in this book something of the simple 
and eternal truth of health, as it has been taught by the wise of all ages." 

More specifically, the following is a partial list of subjects on which you will find 
information in THE STORY OF HEALi G, THE DIVINE ART by Manly P. Hall: 
magnetic healing, faith therapy, mental healing, suggestive and auto-suggestive thera
py; medical speculations of the alchemists, Hermetic philosophers, and Rosicrucians; 
esoteric physiology and anatomy, including man's etheric body, the invisible energies 
behind physical processes, and the pineal gland. There are also numerous case histories 
demonstrating dramatically many of the lesser known psychological factors contribut
ing to sickness, as well as valuable suggestions for those who desire to help themselves 
and others. Illustrated, 341 pages, half-cloth binding, price $4 .00. 



DID YOU KNOW-
that Mr. Hall wrote his first book, The Initiates of the Flame, at the age 

of twenty-one years? 

that Thirty-Eight Thousand Miles of Impressions was written during Mr. 
Hall's trip to the Orient in 1923? 

that these two publications, together with three popular, long-out-of-print 
booklets, are now available in one attractive volume? 

COLLECTED WRITINGS OF MANLY P. HALL 
VoL. I-EARLY WoRKS 

Thirty-Eight Thousand Miles of Impressions-The Mysteries of Asia
The Mystery of Fire-The Hermetic Marriage-The Initiates of the Flame 

If you are studying and collecting the writings of Manly P. Hall, you 
will welcome this book. The early works chosen by Mr. Hall for this volume 
not only constitute a fitting introductory survey of his philosophy, but also 
summarize certain basic ideas whose validity, truth, and beauty stand time
less and unchallenged. 

In Thirty-Eight Thousand Miles of Impressions and The Mysteries of Asia 
Mr. Hall describes the experiences and reflections that strongly influenced 
his perspective on religion and philosophy. Whether you have traveled to 
the Orient, or have only wished that you could, you will enjoy Mr. Hall's 
account of his experiences. He discusses the wonders of the East with a 
blend of wisdom, compassion, and humor that will make them live for you. 
There are many illustrations, most of them from photographs taken by 
Mr. Hall. 

The Initiates of the Flame is an inspired work of poetic quality. It pre
sents a simple and reverent statement of many of the ancient wisdom teach
ings upon which Mr. Hall's philosophy has been built. The two essays, 
The Hermetic Marriage and The Mystery of Fire (first published as Melchiz
edek and the Mystery of Fire), provide further development of two im
portant themes in esoteric philosophy. As always, Mr. Hall brings basic 
principles and ideas into useful focus for the modern reader. The Initiates 
of the Flame is profusely illustrated, both with drawings by Mr. Hall and 
plates by J. Augustus Knapp. 

DELIVERY FOR THIS BOOK IS PROMISED FOR NOVEMBER 15th 

ORDER NOW AND BE AMONG THE FIRST TO RECEIVE YOUR COPY! 

Illustrated, cloth bound, stamped in gilt, 332 pp. Price $4 .50 

( California residents, please add 4 % sales tax) 



THE PEOPLE ' S PLATO 

By Henry L. Drake, Vice-president of the Society 

With a Foreword by Manly P. Hall 

'. the! 
people's 

Plato 

"As I was reading 
through your book, it 
struck me that this was 
just what I had been look
ing for ... I have been 
giving a course in Plato 
for many years, and the 
textbook situation has al
ways been an embarass
ment to me ... I am con
vinced that the book will 
find an appreciative re
ception from scholars and 
a grateful acceptance by 
the people." - Professor 
Gordon H. Clark. 

The Platonic Dialogues are among the noblest 
productions of the human mind, and for centuries, 
men have turned to them for comfort and inspira
tion . It is most appropriate, therefore, that in our 
era of accelerated living, a new edition should he 
prepared for the convenience of the modern reader . 

This is not simp ly another version of a fami liar 
work, hut a complete re-organization of the Dia
logues, so that all related materia l is arranged 
sequentially . Wherever possible, without deform
ing the style or beauty of the origina l, passages 
have been condensed, thus substantia lly red ucing 
the number of words without omitting anything 
useful or important. The value of the undertaking 

· is immediately evident. Ideas once scattered are 
now available in logical sequence and complete 
clarity. 

FOUR BOOKS IN ONE VOLUME 
Book One--Socrates, the Sage of Athens: These 
thirteen chapters include intimate biographies of 
Socrates and Plato . Among the vital teachings ex
amined are: the immorta lity of the soul, the na
ture of evil, the substance of virtue, the institution 
of marriage, and wisdom as the source of true 
courage. 

Book Two--The Conquest of Self: These six chapters unfold Plato's conviction that 
man becomes a happier and more complete person by releasing his inner resources. 
Plato analyzes jiustice, government, politics, the rise and fall of nations, the role of 
the Philosopher-King, and other important subjects. 

Book Three-The Discovery of the Good Life: In ten chapters Plato explains how 
man attains true nobility by becoming more like the principles which govern the 
universe. Here, also, Plato sustains his belief that after death, the human soul exists 
for a time in another world, and then, in search of further experience, is reborn or. 
earth until its character is perfected. 

Book Four-Man's Neglected Heritage: These six chapters deal with life, death, 
beauty, art, ethics, mysticism, prayer, education, health, peace, war, wealth and 
poverty; Plato's wonderful explanation of friendship, the proper method for attain
ing truth, and the importance of discipleship. 

Cloth bound 633 pp., price $7.50 



A WISE AND PRACTICAL GIFT 
Beginning with the Winter 1958 issue, HORIZON, the quarterly Maga

zine of our Society, will appear under the new title P. R. S. JOURNAL. 
We feel that it is especially significant that the letter s PR S not only stand 
for The Philosophical Research Society, but are also the initials of the 
three principal divisions of human knowledge with which we are primarily 
concerned - Philosophy, Religion, and Science. 

The P. R. S. JOUR NAL, devoted to the latest writings of Manly P. Hall, 
will carry out the format, policy, and scope established by him. Through 
this magazine, Manly P. Hall will continue his work of interpreting and 
presenting the wisdom teachings - both ancient and modern - in such a 
way as to bring them into a useful contemporary perspective. Each issue 
of the P. R. S. JOUR NAL will contain a variety of material: 

Editorials, on subjects of current interest, from atomic radiation to the 
common cdld; Feature Articles, presenting research projects in idealistic 
philosophy, comparative religion, and the psychological sciences; In Reply, 
a department in which Mr. Hall answers questions, personal and impersonal, 
submitted by readers; Lecture Notes, transcriptions, edited by Mr. Hall, 
of his most popular lectures; Curiouser and Curiouser, a department dedi
cated to Alice in Wonderland, devoted to the wonderful and the mysterious; 
Happenings at Headquarters and Local Study Group Activities. 

Christmas Gift Subscriptions will bring your friends four 80-page maga
zines during the next year. A handsome gift, attractively printed on a fine 
grade of paper, in large, readable type, with numerous unusual illustrations. 
The following articles, and many others, will appear in these / our issues: 

ATLANTIS: FACT OR FABLE? - THE NERVOUS BREAKDOWN: 
ITS CAUSE AND CURE - PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF ZEN BUDDHISM 
- SEVEN WONDERS OF THE WORLD: ANCIENT AND MODERN -
ARE OTHER PLANETS INHABITED? - AN ESOTERIC INTERPRE
TATION OF THE THIRD EYE. 

Subscriptions marked for Christmas will be mailed so as to reach their 
destinations shortly before the holidays. We will be glad to enclose your 
card. 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES 

Domestic: 1 year - $3 .00; 2 years, or 2 one-year subscriptions - $5 .00; 
Additional one-year subscriptions - $2.50 each. 

Foreign: 1 year - $4.00; 2 years, or 2 one-year subscriptions - $7.00; 
Additional one-year subscriptions - $3.50 each. 



BEAUTIFUL STORIES MAKE BEAUTIFUL GIFTS! 

Occasionally, in the course of his writing career, Mr. Hall has deviated 
from the path of serious philosophical and religious study, to turn to the 
realm of fantasy and fiction. These ventures have revealed Mr. Hall as a 
gifted storyteller. This Christmas Season we offer three such works by 
Manly P. Hall, and we can highly recommend these for Christmas giving. 

WAYS THE 

OF THE 

LON 1ELY ONES 

In the introduction to this book, Mr. Hall writes: 
"Hidden from our eyes by the cloak of materiality is 

a wonderful world which only the eyes of the dreamer can see and the 
soul of the mystic comprehend." This is one of Mr . Hall's earliest and 
most inspired writings. Eight mystical stories dealing with various philo
sophical subjects. Illustrated, bound in paper on boards, 127 pp. Price $2.00. 

LADY OF 
DREAMS 

This is the story of little Lady Silverlute, 
who was bought for a button of jade and 
a long purse filled with golden knives. 
When she was twenty-two years old, on 
the day of the union of the two bright 
stars, she was proclaimed Empress of 
China. It was in the fifty-second year 
of her authority that the wonderful cir
cumstance occurred, the details of which 
have been woven into fine brocade be
cause they were beyond the wisdom of this world. Illustrated 4¼x7½, 
double art-paper decorative binding, 48 pp. Price $1.00. 

• 

THE WAY OF 

=T-5-~ HEAVEN 

~ IJ:£ffl'= "The pu,pose of these sto,ies is to o,eate an ap-
-==-- propriate setting for the statement of spiri~ual, mysti-

cal, and philosophical truths. The persons involved are entirely imaginary ... The 
China of these fantasies as a magic land to which the mind escapes when it is weary 
of the commonplace ... Yet in the caiuse of verity, it should be noted that these stories 
are the faithful and proper recording of the history of moods and impulses ... Can 
anything be more entirely authentic than those internal adven~ures of the soul in its 
search for reality?" - Manly P. Hall. 

Illustrated, bound in paper on boards, 185 pp. Price $2.50. 
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MAY WE RECOMMEND 

A CHRISTMAS MESSAGE 
BY MANLY p. HALL 

As a fine Christmas card or an inexpensive but thoughtful gift 

If the true meaning of this season is to survive, with 
its bright message of peace on earth and good will to 

A men, the Christmas spirit must he reborn in our own 
C1lrlstmas hearts. Explaining why Christmas is important to him, 

Mr. Hall presents a point of view which will help 
make Christmas important to everyone. Extracts can 
be read to children at Christmastime, and will con
tribute to the happiness of the day. Attractively bound 
in red art paper, stamped in black and gold, 3'2 pp. 
Frontispiece of the original St. Nicholas. 

A Christmas Message is offered at 50c a copy, 
or $5.00 a dozen. (No dealers' discounts on this 
special offer). On orders of 12 or more, mailing 

envelopes will be included . With smaller orders, please add Sc for each 
envelope. ( California residents, please add 4 % sales tax.) 




